
5x5 Tableau Practice ReadingQuestion: Will my tarot and astrology blog be successful?Significator: Stars (pre-selected)First Three: Fish-Mountain-HeartCorners: Fish-Moon-Book GardenSignificator's Row: Ship-Dog-Stars-Key-BearSignificator's Column: Heart-Snake-Stars-Sun-LetterLeft Diagonal (1-25): Fish-Coffin-Stars-Stork-BookRight Diagonal (5-21): Moon-Birds-Stars-Anchor-GardenSignificator's Knighting:Above-Left: Mountain and ChildBelow-Left: Clouds and TowerBelow-Right: Cross and WhipAbove-Right: Clover and ScytheI used “movable” houses with this spread, so reference to houses is to those randomly-derived locations.I chose the Stars as Significator because of its association with success, and also with astrology and cartomancy. Stars is in the “movable” house of Book, indicating the underlying “knowledge-brokering”thrust of my blog. With the exception of Snake and Coffin, the Stars is surrounded by positive and neutral cards.The first three cards predict that money will be slow in coming (Fish-Mountain) but that satisfaction from striving persistently toward what I love (Mountain-Heart) will make up for it; the rest of the line (Clover-Moon) bodes well for my reputation. Fish in Sun and Heart in Woman are both encouraging signs, while Mountain in Ring looks like my upward push will have “staying power.” Clover in Moon improves my recognition, while Moon in Cross has a “fated” feel to it. (This initiative is something I'vebeen considering for a long time but figured the burden might be too challenging.)The corners suggest that abundant recognition (Fish-Moon) of the depth of knowledge (Book) in my blog will lead to a strong networking position (Garden).The house associations are generally untroubling: Fish in Sun is a powerful “Yes” for increase; Moon in Cross may imply the “burden of notoriety;” Book in Letter looks like esoteric knowledge being imparted in written form via posts; and Garden in Child could show that I will attract an open-minded and enthusiastic public audience.The Significator's row also looks promising. The enterprise will move forward (Ship) bolstered by numerous friends and acquaintances (of the online variety since Dog knights to Garden and Fish), which is the key to good fortune and success (Key-Bear). Ship in Scythe could mean that I finally “cut 



the crap” and got moving; Dog in Rider seems like favorable feedback from my target audience;      Key in Man gives me the idea that standing behind my “brand” is the right thing to do; and Bear in Stars looks like a double shot of success.The Significator's column is more problematic. The Snake close to and immediately above the Significator makes me think my original ideas may be stolen. The line Child-Coffin-Snake-Birds-Scythe looks like an “end to the innocence” (Child-Coffin, with Child in house of Coffin showing increased bitterness) caused by deception (Snake) that leads to “buzz-kill” (Birds-Scythe) regarding thepopularity and viability of my site. The Significator's “below” knighting to Clouds, Tower, Cross and Whip look like legal difficulties, disputes and burdens that - while manageable – may arise from my occasional use of others' visual content to illustrate my text. While Sun below Stars keeps everything open and above-board (Sun knights to Book and Garden) and inspires confidence, I may receive “cease-and-desist” communications (Letter knights to Tower and Whip) to take down certain posts. On the other hand, if I'm proactive about this with affected business interests (Stars knights to Tower and Whip), Sun-Letter may inspire a positive reaction.The left diagonal implies that “abundance” may be brought to an end (Fish-Coffin) compromising success (Coffin-Stars) and causing the need to make changes to the contents of the site (Stork-Book). Coffin in Key (and also knighting to Key) may be a drag on realization of the goal, and Stork in Bouquet could show that I will have to make some kind of an offer to the owners of the contested knowledge (Book in Letter).The right diagonal shows that my growing reputation will spark favorable comments (Moon-Birds) thathelp me solidify my public position (Anchor-Garden). Birds in the house of Birds ramps up the volume(and also the stress level), while Anchor in Ship appears to lend stability to the course of the enterprise.If the 25th card (Book in the house of Letter) is read as “outcome,” my impression  is that I will be able to continue sharing my knowledge with the online community.




